
Scottish Salmon Watch, 9 August 2019 

 

Fungus From Fish Farm Pollutes River Polly (Again, Again & Again) 

 

- Mowi remove 30% of stock to reduce "disappointing" signs of fungus  

- SEPA turn blind eye to decades of sewage pollution from salmon farms 

- Campaigners call on SEPA to test sewage effluent for viruses, pathogens & bacteria 

 

 
 

Documents obtained from the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) via Freedom 

of Information (F0190496) reveal "disappointing" fungus pollution of the River Polly by 

Mowi (formerly Marine Harvest).  In August 2018, SEPA advised Mowi to drastically reduce 

stocking levels of their Inverpolly salmon farm hatchery (operated in partnership with 

Finfish) to stop fungus blanketing the River Polly (a wild salmon river).     

 

 
 

Photo obtained from SEPA via FOI: Fungus downstream of the Inverpolly salmon farm 

hatchery (22nd August 2018) 

 

The history of the Inverpolly salmon farm hatchery is littered with a litany of water pollution 

incidents with SEPA reports of sewage fungus pollution of the River Polly in 2002, 2005, 

2008, 2012 as well as this latest incident in 2018.     
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"The fungus in the river is disappointing" stated an email from SEPA's David Wilby to 

Marine Harvest (re-named Mowi on 1 January 2019) in August 2018.  "As discussed, 

removing a large quantity of stock would greatly help to reduce the pressure on the river and 

this should be explored as a matter of urgency to ensure that fungus is not allowed to take 

hold and affect more of the river" [1].   

 

 
 

Photo obtained from SEPA via FOI: Fungus downstream of the Inverpolly salmon farm 

hatchery (22nd August 2018) 

 

"Mowi is leaving a lasting legacy of environmental pollution across Scotland," said Don 

Staniford, Director of Scottish Salmon Watch.  "Fungus-ridden salmon farms have spread 

sewage wastes into pristine rivers threatening wild fish and shellfish populations.  The 

Scottish Government must sample effluent from all salmon farms as a matter of urgency and 

close down the worst polluters.  It's scandalous that SEPA have turned a blind eye to salmon 

farming pollution for decades.  That so many former SEPA staff now work for Mowi and the 

Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation shows the incestuous nature of this filthy industry." 
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Watch a video report from Don Staniford on the River Polly outside Mowi's Inverpolly 

salmon farm hatchery online here 

 

 
 

 

In May 2019, Scottish Salmon Watch revealed that The Scottish Salmon Company's 

Kinlochmoidart Hatchery (formerly operated by Marine Harvest/Mowi and Sunbeam 

Aquaculture) had polluted the River Moidart with impacts on endangered freshwater pearl 

mussels. 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/352726314
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Photos obtained via FOI from SEPA revealed "sewage fungus", "clumps of fungal growth" 

and "gross" pollution of the River Moidart: 

 

 
 

 
 

Read more via: 

Close Down "Very Poor" Scottish Salmon  

Polluting Lochaber salmon hatchery 'should close' after sewage leak endangers pearls 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-very-poor-kinlochmoidart-hatchery-16-may-2019.pdf
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Decades of Fungus Pollution & Fungus Contamination at Scottish Salmon Farms:   

 

In 2003, The Sunday Herald reported a water pollution incident in 2002 involving "sewage 

fungus in river" in relation to the fish farm on the River Polly.  Other water pollution 

incidents included "sewage fungus from hatchery outlet" and "prominent fungal growths 

from hatchery" in relation to the fish farm at Kinlochmoidart on the River Moidart (an EU-

protected Special Area of Conservation for freshwater pearl mussels); "sewage fungus 

blanketing the river" at a fish farm on the River Rannoch; and "fungal growths and scum 

deposits" at a fish farm on the River Ailort.   

 

 

 
 

Other water pollution incidents involving fish farms detailed by SEPA in a FOI response in 

2014 included "fungus in the River Polly downstream of Hatchery, fungus in the River Polly" 

in 2005; "signs of oil from waste fish food present downstream of discharge point" at the 

https://www.robedwards.com/2003/05/fish_farming_po.html
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/environmental-events-list-13-feb-2014.xls
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Inverpolly Hatchery in 2008; and "Sewage fungus growing in River Polly, d/s of hatchery" in 

2012: 

 

 

 

 
 

Download Excel spreadsheet detailing water pollution incidents involving fish farms (2002 to 

2013) online here 
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In May 2019, Mowi advertised a job for a hatchery technician at Inverpolly claiming that 

"Mowi covers the whole value and production chain, from feed to plate, and through our 

vision of leading the 'Blue Revolution' we are dedicated to farming the ocean in a responsible 

and efficient way". 
 

 
 

Scottish Salmon Watch believes that Mowi's "responsible" and "efficient" claims do not stand 

close scrutiny. 

 

 

https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/hatchery-technician-inverpolly-at-mowi-scotland-1274541925/?originalSubdomain=uk
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Do these dead and dying cleaner fish at Mowi's 'Bay of Dead Heads' salmon farm look 

responsibly farmed? 

 

 
 

Is it responsible to cram a migratory species like the Atlantic salmon - the King of Fish - into 

the welfare nightmare of battery cages? 

 

 
 

 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2019/07/secret-filming-in-scotland-july-2019-.html
https://vimeo.com/349968527
https://vimeo.com/349125717
https://vimeo.com/349931510


Even the name 'Scottish salmon' is a misnomer with 99% of salmon farming in Scotland 

controlled by just six companies which are all controlled by foreign interests.   

 

In 2018, the Inverpolly salmon hatchery imported 7.6 million salmon eggs (ova) from Marine 

Harvest in Norway. 

 

 
 

Read more via: 

Salmon Eggsclusive: Scotland's 'King of Fish' is Now Viking Not Scottish! 

Mail On Sunday: "90% of Scottish salmon 'ISN'T' from Scotland' - 66m eggs shipped in from 

abroad"  

 

 

Fungus problems have ravaged salmon farms in Scotland with the following cases reported 

by the Scottish Government's Fish Health Inspectorate in 2018 and 2017: 
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Read more via "The State of Scottish Salmon Farming in 2018" 

 

 

Official mortality data published by the Scottish Government details over 420,000 farmed 

salmon reported dead due to 'Fungus' between July 2017 and May 2019: 
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Scottish Salmon Watch has recently filmed caches of Formaldehyde (a carcinogenic chemical 

used to treat Fungus) at Mowi's salmon farm in Loch Arkaig; The Scottish Salmon 

Company's salmon farm at Russel Burn on Loch Kishorn; and Kames Fish Farming in 

Kimelford: 

 

 
 

 
 

 

https://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/pr-formalin-cancer-causing-chemicals-stashed-at-scottish-salmon-26-june-2019.pdf
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The use of Formaldehyde to treat fungus in salmon hatcheries has replaced another 

carcinogen, malachite green which was detected in the flesh of Scottish salmon. 

 

Read more via: 

Sunday Times: "Chemical fears at Scots fish farms" 

EXPOSED: Mowi's Cache of Carcinogenic Chemicals On Conservative MSPs Estate  

Scottish fish farms using cancer-linked embalming fluid as disinfectant 

EXPOSED: Scottish Salmon's Cascading Use of Cancer-Causing Chemical 

Banned chemical found in salmon 

Contaminated salmon on sale to public  

'Toxic' salmon faces EU-wide sales ban 

 

In May 2019, BBC's Panorama reported that Mowi was being investigated by SEPA over 

chemical use. 

 

 
 

 

https://www.scotsman.com/news-2-15012/contaminated-salmon-on-sale-to-public-1-658615
https://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2019/07/sunday-times-chemical-fears-at-scots-fish-farms-.html
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https://www.independent.co.uk/environment/toxic-salmon-faces-eu-wide-sales-ban-73046.html
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Watch BBC Panorama's 'Salmon Farming Exposed' via BBC iPlayer online here 

 

 
 

"Mowi's environmental track record is appalling and I honestly believe their claims of 

'responsible' and 'sustainable' salmon farming are complete and utter bullshit," concluded 

Staniford.  "Cheap and nasty Scottish salmon leaves a bad taste in the mouth and should be 

avoided like the plague.  Truly responsible consumers should boycott Mowi salmon and take 

the pledge not to eat farmed salmon." 

 

 
 

 

Contact: 

 

Don Staniford: 07771 541826 (salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m0005hc1/panorama-salmon-farming-exposed
https://mowiscotland.co.uk/bbc-panorama-response/
https://mowi.com/sustainability/
https://salmonpledge.org/
https://salmonpledge.org/
mailto:salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m0005hc1/panorama-salmon-farming-exposed
https://vimeo.com/352766410


Notes to Editors: 

 

[1]  A FOI disclosure from SEPA dated 24 July 2019 detailed water pollution incidents 

involving Mowi (formerly Marine Harvest):  

 

 
 

SEPA's FOI disclosure included an email from SEPA's David Wilby in August 2018 

conceding that "the signs of fungus in the river [Polly] are disappointing" and that Mowi "are 

aware that the fungus should not be allowed to get any worse from what it is currently": 

 

 

http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog/
http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog_admin/uploads/f0190496_doce56b22f32a_5_r.pdf
http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog/
http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog_admin/uploads/f0190496_doce56b22f32a_5_r.pdf


An email from SEPA's David Wilby to Marine Harvest (re-named Mowi on 1 January 2019) 

in August 2018 stated that "the fungus in the river is disappointing" and "removing a large 

quantity of stock would greatly help to reduce the pressure on the river and this should be 

explored as a matter of urgency to ensure that fungus is not allowed to take hold and affect 

more of the river":  

 

 
 

Marine Harvest's Finfish manager (Paul) told SEPA in an email in August 2018 that "we aim 

to move approximately 30% of the stock off site in the next three weeks" explaining that "the 

amount of fungus in the river hasn't increased today and with the rain last night the flow/level 

in the river has increased". 

 

 

http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog_admin/uploads/f0190496_doce56b22f32a_5_r.pdf
http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog_admin/uploads/f0190496_doce56b22f32a_5_r.pdf
http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog_admin/uploads/f0190496_doc2fb77623d2_6_r.pdf
http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog_admin/uploads/f0190496_doc2fb77623d2_6_r.pdf
http://apps.sepa.org.uk/disclosurelog_admin/uploads/f0190496_doc2fb77623d2_6_r.pdf


Data available via the Scotland's Aquaculture web-site details: 

 

 
 

 

 
 

http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/fish_farms_monthly_biomass_and_treatment_reports.aspx
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/site_details_record.aspx?site_id=FS0264
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/licence_conditions_record.aspx?licence_id=CAR/L/1002027&sepa_site_id=INVP1


 
 

 
 

http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/site_facilities_record.aspx?stock_line_no=33651
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/licence_conditions_record.aspx?licence_id=CAR/L/1002075&sepa_site_id=INVP2


 
 

 
 

 

 

http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/licence_conditions_record.aspx?licence_id=CAR/L/1002027&sepa_site_id=INVP1
http://aquaculture.scotland.gov.uk/data/site_facilities_record.aspx?stock_line_no=30681

